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	Maybe you've heard the story—or probably urban legend—about the university that didn't lay any grass or pour any concrete when it first opened, leaving the campus grounds as solid dirt. Then, as students began to traverse the campus from one class to the next, campus planners mapped the common paths they took, and then landscaped and paved concrete trails based on these paths.


	HTML5 shares the same moral as that story: Utility based on convention. An extraordinary update to the web's markup language, the HTML5 specification incorporates many of the conventions we've all been using in our markup and formalizes them as an official recommendation.
	Dale Cruse's HTML5 Multimedia Development Cookbook comes at the perfect time when many of us are transitioning to this new specification. Browser vendors, thankfully, are following suit by adopting HTML5 components at an impressive pace.


	But the real secret sauce of Dale's work is the fact that this book—the one you're holding now—is a cookbook in every respect (and from a guy who doubles as a wine savant, no less). Its pages are filled with recipes for creating successful, real-world implementations of HTML5 websites. You'll find thorough, detailed chapters covering forms, video, audio, and much more. There's even a chapter that'll help you style your HTML5 using CSS3, and a chapter explaining how to ensure your HTML5 content is accessible to those using assistive technologies. Every chapter includes exceptional examples from across the web, carefully dissected.


	Dale is a master chef when it comes to web standards and forward-thinking, and backwards-compatible markup. I've had the pleasure of working with him in the past on a project of mine, and it was just as clear then as it is now that he knows his stuff. Whether it's the remarkable or the commonplace, the innovative or the practical, Dale Cruse's HTML5 Multimedia Development Cookbook will have you preparing, sautéing, and
	serving incredible HTML5 websites in no time. Bon appétit.
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HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems (Power Electronics and Power Systems)Springer, 2004
HVDC and FACTS Controllers: Applications of Static Converters in Power Systems focuses on the technical advances and developments that have taken place in the past ten years or so in the fields of High Voltage DC transmission and Flexible AC transmission systems. These advances (in HVDC transmission and FACTS) have added a new dimension to power...
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Start Here! Build Windows 8 Apps with HTML5 and JavaScriptMicrosoft Press, 2013

	
		Ready to learn Windows 8 programming? Start Here!™

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Windows 8 programming—and begin creating apps for desktops, laptops, tablets, and other devices. If you have previous experience with HTML5 and JavaScript—simply start here! This book introduces must-know concepts and...
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Handbook of Data Structures and ApplicationsCRC Press, 2004
Handbook of Data Structures and Applications responds to the needs of data structure and algorithm researchers by providing a comprehensive survey of data structures of various types. Divided into seven parts, the text begins with a review of introductory material, followed by a discussion of well-know classes of data structures, Priority...
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Building Levels in UnityPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create exciting 3D game worlds with Unity


	About This Book

	
		Craft game environments with extreme clarity by adding realism to characters, objects, and props
	
		Import and set up custom assets such as meshes, textures, and normal maps in Unity
	
		A step-by-step guide written in a...
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SAS/INSIGHT 9.1 User's GuideSAS Institute, 2004
This title is your complete documentation source for SAS/INSIGHT software, including a usage section that explains how to accomplish particular tasks as well as a reference section that provides comprehensive descriptions of data, graphs, and analyses.

SAS/INSIGHT software is a tool for data exploration and analysis. With it you can...
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Typography Essentials: 100 Design Principles for Working with Type (Design Essentials)Rockport Publishers, 2011

	
		A deep understanding of letterforms and knowledge of their effective use can only be obtained with constant observation and experimentation; it evolves over a lifetime of design practice and study. This comprehensive guide is intended to advance the progress of designers seeking to deepen their typographic expertise. Typography...
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